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Abstract—We propose lightpath establishment techniques
for transparent optical networks, valid for both centralized
path computation (i.e., performed by a path computation
element—PCE) and distributed path computation (i.e., per-
formed by each ingress node). The proposed techniques rely
on correlating the end-to-end quality of transmissions (QoT)
(e.g., optical-to-signal-noise ratio—OSNR) of lightpaths al-
ready set up to evaluate the QoT of lightpaths to be estab-
lished. The correlation is leveraged by two end-to-end esti-
mation frameworks called “network kriging” and “norm �2
minimization.” Each framework is used in turn to estimate
end-to-end parameters that describe the QoT for a lightpath
to be established, based on measured parameters from other
lightpaths that were previously established or probed.
Simulations are carried out for both PCE and distributed
networking scenarios on a sample optical transparent net-
work. The proposed lightpath establishment techniques re-
duce the probability that a setup attempt is unsuccessful
due to unacceptable QoT and reduce the number of setup at-
tempts to successfully establish lightpaths. Simulation re-
sults are also provided to show that our techniques permit a
fast convergence of QoT information at PCE or ingress
nodes in the context of dynamic networks.

Index Terms—QoT; Transparent optical networks; PCE;
GMPLS; Network tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ynamic transparent optical networks, where lightpaths
are provisioned and established on demand, are widely

seen as the key enabling technology for the core network of
the future [1]. Indeed, in such networks, the removal of
optical/electrical/optical (OEO) conversion can decrease both
capital expenditures (CAPEX) and energy consumption at
the same time [2], while the increased available bandwidth
and flexibility can decrease operational expenditures
(OPEX).
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A drawback of transparency is the increase of physical
ropagation distances over which physical layer impair-
ents accumulate, potentially resulting in unacceptable

ightpath quality of transmission (QoT) [3], typically mea-
ured in terms of the bit error rate (BER). In transparent
ptical networks controlled by generalized multiprotocol la-
el switching (GMPLS), path computation may be either
istributed, i.e., performed at each ingress node, or central-
zed, e.g., performed by a path computation element (PCE)
4]. A PCE is an entity capable of computing paths requested
rom path computation clients (PCCs) based on a network
raph, applying, if needed, computational constraints, for
nstance, on bandwidth and QoT.

Since QoT must be satisfied along a path, several tech-
iques have been proposed to evaluate it. QoT can be evalu-
ted through estimation or measurements (monitoring).
nalytical models can estimate QoT, before a lightpath is es-

ablished, based on the prior knowledge of network physical
arameters (evaluated at network installation time or
hrough live monitoring) [3,5–10]. In the case of QoT esti-
ation, mechanisms are required to provide either the cen-

ralized PCE or the ingress nodes with updated QoT infor-
ation. Extensions to the PCE architecture [11] or to the
MPLS protocol suite (e.g., to the routing protocol [12] or

he signaling protocol [13]) have been proposed to encom-
ass QoT information. In the case of centralized PCE archi-
ecture, thanks to the centralized nature of the path compu-
ation, effective traffic engineering (TE) solutions are
otentially achievable. However, additional mechanisms to
rovide the PCE with QoT information are required, e.g.,
edicated communication between monitors and the PCE,
s discussed in [11]. In the case of GMPLS routing protocol
xtensions, QoT parameters are flooded within the entire
ransparent optical network through the OSPF-TE protocol.
n the one hand, this enables each source (i.e., ingress)
ode to estimate lightpath QoT along any possible route to-
ard each destination. On the other hand, this may affect

ontrol plane scalability and convergence performance. In
he case of GMPLS signaling protocol extensions, QoT infor-
ation is included within RSVP-TE signaling messages.
hus, each node becomes aware of only the QoT information
ssociated with lightpaths for which the node is either a
ransit or an end point. On the one hand, with respect to
outing protocol extensions, this improves control plane per-
ormance scalability. On the other hand, signaling protocol
xtensions may prevent lightpath QoT estimation before
ightpath setup due to lack of QoT information at a source
2010 Optical Society of America
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node. In this case, a lightpath setup attempt is required for
retrieving lightpath QoT information and performing QoT
estimation. If the estimated QoT is unacceptable, the light-
path setup is blocked and another attempt might take place,
delaying the lightpath setup. The Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) is more inclined to encompass QoT infor-
mation within the PCE architecture or the GMPLS signal-
ing protocol and not within the routing protocol for scalabil-
ity reasons [14]. For this motivation, in this paper we
concentrate on both the PCE-based and the signaling-based
solutions.

When the QoT is evaluated through measurements, moni-
toring techniques can be used during the lightpath estab-
lishment to assess more directly whether the signal’s QoT is
acceptable [15–17]. Measurements on probe traffic aim at
removing any inaccuracy stemming from analytical models.
For this reason, probing is also considered in the paper. In
particular in [16], a lightpath establishment scheme is as-
sisted by monitoring and probing, in which probe traffic is
sent and the BER is measured just before lightpath activa-
tion (i.e., before client data transmission). However, with
probing, the lightpath establishment could be delayed. In-
deed, if the measured QoT is unacceptable, the lightpath es-
tablishment is blocked and another attempt might take
place, increasing the setup delay and wasting the resources
reserved before probing. Therefore, lightpath establishment
techniques are required that guarantee the QoT with lim-
ited knowledge of QoT information and reduce the number
of establishment attempts.

In this paper, lightpath establishment techniques exploit-
ing both QoT estimation and monitoring are proposed for
distributed and centralized (i.e., PCE-based) path computa-
tions. Monitoring information is exploited by QoT estima-
tion, which allows lightpath establishment to speed up by
avoiding establishment attempts along paths that are infea-
sible in terms of QoT. Hence, we propose to infer or estimate
QoT parameters for lightpaths, given the knowledge of
monitoring data previously collected for other lightpaths.
Here, we propose to apply two estimation techniques, called
“network kriging” [18] and “norm �2 minimization” (i.e.,
�2-min) [19], typically used in “network tomography” [20], in
the context of dynamic transparent optical networks. The
two estimation frameworks leverage the correlation be-
tween QoT parameters related to lightpaths with common
links. The PCE, in the PCE-based scenario, or the ingress
node, in the distributed scenario, compute the paths to route
the lightpath that has been requested. The PCE (or the in-
gress node) exploits available past probing data to estimate
a new lightpath’s QoT through network kriging or �2-min. If
the estimated QoT is acceptable, probing is performed to
verify the lightpath QoT; otherwise, another path is com-
puted. We show through simulations that the establishment
techniques assisted by network kriging and �2-min decrease
the probability that a lightpath establishment attempt is
unsuccessful and thus reduce the number of successive at-
tempts to successfully establish lightpaths in both network
scenarios. We also assess with simulations that our tech-
niques allow a fast convergence of estimated QoT param-
eters at each ingress (or PCE) node, an important property
in the context of dynamic network scenarios where physical
parameters may change with time and where management
lgorithms must adapt and react to changing conditions.

II. ESTIMATION FRAMEWORKS

In this section, we present the two estimation frameworks
hat we utilize to evaluate lightpaths’ QoT based on the
onitoring data collected during previous lightpath estab-

ishments. The two techniques are, namely, “network krig-
ng” (further denoted by NK) [18], and a technique based on
norm �2 minimization” (further denoted by �2-min) [19].
oth techniques rely on the correlation between end-to-end
arameters that is induced by a network topology: the QoT
arameters of lightpaths sharing a large number of links
re highly correlated, while there is no correlation between
he QoT of lightpaths that do not share any link.

In this study we consider four end-to-end parameters,
hich describe QoT, accounting for the following transmis-

ion impairments: amplified spontaneous emission (ASE),
olarization mode dispersion (PMD), chromatic dispersion
CD), and self-phase modulation (SPM). Note that other ef-
ects (such as cross-phase modulation—XPM, four-wave
ixing—FWM) are considered with fixed worst-case mar-

ins (i.e., all channels lit) as is typically done by operators in
urrent networks. Fixed worst-case margins are computed
n the worst-case scenario during network installation con-
idering the set of possible routes and all channels lit. Thus,
xed worst-case margins are applied during lightpath pro-
isioning independently on the lightpath route. If a light-
ath has acceptable QoT in the worst-case scenario, its QoT
ill be certainly acceptable also when new lightpaths are es-

ablished. In this paper, a single bit-rate network (e.g.,
0 Gbit/s) is considered, however, in the case of XPM in
ulti-bit-rate networks, worst-case margins could be too

essimistic so that considering a guard band among inter-
ering lightpaths can be a better solution than assuming
orst-case margins [21].

The estimation frameworks assume the existence of a lin-
ar relationship between the link-level parameters and the
nd-to-end parameters to be estimated. In the considered
ptical networking context, linearity holds for each of the
our aforementioned physical impairments; specifically,

• OSNR degradations are caused by the accumulation of
the ASE noise; the inverse of OSNR is linear, i.e., by de-
noting with ri the OSNR parameter of a lightpath us-
ing only the link i, the OSNR R� of a lightpath � con-
sisting of two consecutive links i and j is such that
1/R�=1/ri+1/rj;

• denoting by pi the average PMD of link i (in ps), the
PMD P� accumulated along a lightpath � is such that
P�

2=pi
2+pj

2. Hence, the square of the average PMD ac-
cumulates linearly;

• CD accumulates linearly; denoting by di the dispersion
parameter of link i (in ps/nm), D�=di+dj;

• SPM can be quantified through the nonlinear phase of
the signal �, which accumulates linearly [22]: ��=�i
+�j.

Note that each of the four end-to-end parameters R, P, D,
nd � can be monitored by using the appropriate hardware:
n OSNR monitor [15,23,24] for R; PMD [23,25–27] and CD
28–30] monitors for P and D, respectively; and a power
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monitor for � [22], making the QoT estimation via the esti-
mation of OSNR, PMD, CD, and nonlinear phase practical.
Regarding nonlinear phase, � is computed by considering
that fiber nonlinear parameters (e.g., effective area—Aeff)
are roughly constant and known for fibers from a given type
[31,32], and an overestimate value can be used for each kind
of fiber in the network. Then, the model in [13] is utilized to
derive the lightpath QoT from R, P, D, and �. D and � pa-
rameters are computed as a penalty to the OSNR. Then,
penalty and worst-case margins (to account for nonmodeled
effects as XPM) are subtracted from R to compute the final
Rf. Finally, the lightpath QoT is estimated to be acceptable
if i) Rf is higher than a threshold that guarantees a maxi-
mum BER (e.g., 10−9 after forward error correction), and ii)
the P parameter is below a threshold (e.g., 10% of the bit du-
ration).

A. Notation

Consider a network with E (unidirectional) links and
where L lightpaths are established. The network is ab-
stracted through the routing matrix G� �0,1�L�E, where
G�,j=1 when lightpath � uses link j. Consider the end-to-end
parameter values y�RL, where y� is a value for lightpath �.
We assume in addition that the end-to-end parameters y
can be written as linear combinations of link-level param-
eters x�RE. In particular, we assume that parameter y� is
equal to the sum of the parameters x over all links used by
lightpath �, that is, y=Gx. The end-to-end QoT parameters
y that we consider correspond to either 1/R, P2, D, or �,
while the link-level QoT parameters x correspond to either
1/r, p2, d, or �.

We now assume that some of the end-to-end values in y
are already known through measurements, while others are
not. We reorder the values within y and the rows of G as
follows. Denote with ym the parameters of the lightpaths for
which monitoring data are available and with yn the param-
eters for the lightpaths for which monitoring data is not
available and that should be estimated: y= �ym

T ,yn
T�T. Simi-

larly, denote with Gm the matrix formed by the rows of G
that correspond to lightpaths for which monitoring informa-
tion is available and Gn the rows of G corresponding to light-
paths for which no monitoring information is available, such
that G= �Gm

T ,Gn
T�T. Then

y � �ym

yn
� = �Gm

Gn
�x. �1�

Consider for instance the network depicted in Fig. 1,
where end-to-end parameters ym= �y1 ,y2 ,y3�T for lightpaths
LP1, LP2, and LP3 are known (lightpaths may still be
present in the network, or they may have already been torn
down). If the demand for a fourth lightpath LP4 arrives, re-
stricting our view of the network to the three links L1, L2,
and L3 with respective link-level parameters x= �x1 ,x2 ,x3�T,
we have

	
y1

y2

y3

y4


 = 	
1 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

1 1 0 0

	

x1

x2

x3

x4


. �2�
Because all four lightpaths share the same set of links, it
s possible to estimate yn=y4 given y1, y2, and y3 and the
outing matrix G, using network kriging or �2-min. We show
ow this is done in the following subsection.

. Network Kriging and Norm �2 Minimization

Consider the following general estimation problem: given
routing matrix G= �Gm

T ,Gn
T�T, the end-to-end observations

m=Gmx, where the link-level parameters x are unknown,
etermine all end-to-end parameters yn, where yn=Gnx.
etwork kriging and norm �2 minimization approximate yn
s follows.
• Network kriging (NK):

Using the notations above, the best (in terms of
mean-square error) linear estimate ŷn for the param-
eters corresponding to nonobserved lightpaths can be
shown, as in [18], to be

ŷn = GnGm�GnGm
T �+ym, �3�

where � · �+ denotes a pseudoinverse such as the Moore–
Penrose inverse.

This estimator is presented in [18], together with
an assessment of the scalability performance of the
method: with NK, the computation time is dominated
by matrix inversion operations and the complexity is
O�M3�, where M is the number of observed lightpaths.
Thus, NK is particularly suitable in the case of a lim-
ited amount of observations, while it may suffer from
scalability performance in the case of a large amount of
monitoring information.

• Norm �2 minimization (�2-min):
It is also possible to seek nonlinear estimates of yn

although they can be more computationally intensive
than linear estimates. In particular, one technique to
estimate yn consists of first finding an estimate of x
verifying some property (such as x having a minimum
for some norm). Several norms can be a candidate for
such minimization, but a particularly popular choice is
the minimization of the �2 norm. In this case the afore-
mentioned yn estimation problem is equivalent to the
problem of finding the solution x to the following mini-
mization problem [19]:

min
x,r

�x�2
2 + �r�2

2

ig. 1. (Color online) Illustrative example: estimation of the end-
o-end properties of lightpath LP4 given the knowledge of the end-
o-end properties of lightpaths LP1, LP2, and LP3 obtained through
onitoring.
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subject to Gmx + D2r = ym, 0 � x � max yn. �4�

In Eq. (4), r is a regularization parameter and D2 is a col-
umn vector indicating the relative accuracy1 required for
satisfying each row of Gmx+D2r=ym. The problem solution
returns an estimate x̂ of the link-level parameters x; in this
work, we obtain the estimates of yn simply by using the re-
lation ŷn=Gnx̂. The constraint 0�x�max yn ensures that
the estimated link-level parameters x are nonnegative2 and
that no link-level parameter can be greater than the largest
end-to-end parameter (since end-to-end parameters are
sums of link-level parameters). Problem (4) is thus a nonne-
gative linear least-squares problem, which can be solved by
using software packages such as PDCO [33]. In terms of
scalability, the �2-min complexity is O�aE3�, where a de-
pends on the required accuracy on the estimates of x in Eq.
(4) [34]. Thus, with �2-min, the path computation time is
dominated by the number of links in the network.

In the estimation procedure, we estimate the QoT for un-
observed lightpaths given the QoT of the observed light-
paths and information about the (spatial) correlation struc-
ture between the QoT parameters for different lightpaths.
The existence of the linear relationships ym=Gmx and yn
=Gnx ensures that we can use the NK and �2-min proce-
dures to estimate yn given Gn, Gm, and ym. This estimation
procedure is run in turn for R, P, D, and �. QoT is then
computed from the estimated parameters as described in
Section II.

III. LIGHTPATH ESTABLISHMENT EXPLOITING ESTIMATION

FRAMEWORKS

Four lightpath establishment techniques are proposed:
• The lightpath establishment with distributed network

kriging framework scheme (D-NKS) is proposed for a
distributed path computation scenario, and it exploits
the NK framework (see Subsection III.A).

• The lightpath establishment with distributed �2-min
framework scheme (D-LMS) is proposed for a distrib-
uted path computation scenario, and it exploits the
�2-min framework (see Subsection III.A).

• The lightpath establishment with centralized network
kriging framework scheme (C-NKS) is proposed for a

1In the simulation section, we used D2=1, where 1 is a column
vector in which each element is equal to 1. This corresponds to the
case, without loss of generality, where all constraints in Eq. (4) bear
the same weight.

2Nonnegative residual dispersion is assumed for each link.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Lightpath establishment opera
PCE-based scenario, and it exploits the NK framework
(see Subsection III.B).

• The lightpath establishment with centralized �2-min
framework scheme (C-LMS) is proposed for a PCE-
based scenario, and it exploits the �2-min framework
(see Subsection III.B).

In order to guarantee QoT, it is assumed that each node is
apable of monitoring R, P, D, and � [15,23,25]. The follow-
ng subsections detail the proposed schemes for both distrib-
ted and PCE-based path computation scenarios.

. Distributed Path Computation

In distributed path computation each ingress node is re-
ponsible for the path computation. Each node stores the
MPLS traffic engineering database (TED) with topology
nd bandwidth information and a local measurement data-
ase (MDB) containing the performed end-to-end measure-
ents Rm, Pm, Dm, and �m. The MDB is filled through sig-

aling protocol extensions [13]. Hence, each node has its
wn view of the network’s physical layer parameters: two
ifferent nodes contain information about different sets of
ightpaths (i.e., the ones that cross it).

Figure 2 summarizes the D-NKS and D-LMS operations.
-NKS and D-LMS only differ in the exploited QoT estima-

ion framework, which are NK and �2-min, respectively.
pon a lightpath request from source s to destination d (LP4

n Fig. 2), the ingress node s computes a path q to d. Then,
exploits its local MDB to estimate the QoT of the lightpath

f routed along q (1st step). If the QoT parameters of the
ightpath, routed along q, are already present in the MDB
ecause of previous monitoring, the QoT is computed from
ata available in the MDB. Otherwise, by applying NK (i.e.,
-NKS) or �2-min (i.e., D-LMS) to the parameters contained

n the MDB (Rm, Pm, Dm, and �m), the parameters related
o the unobserved lightpath q are estimated and the QoT is
erived. If the estimated QoT is unacceptable, another path
s computed and the QoT estimation step starts again for
he new path. Otherwise (2nd step), s starts signaling along
to set up the lightpath (3rd step). In the case that the es-

imated QoT is unacceptable, up to K paths are considered.
f each computed path has an estimated unacceptable QoT,
he path with the highest QoT is selected. During the sig-
aling session, link resources (i.e., a common wavelength
long all links of q) are reserved and optical cross-connects
onfigured. To verify that the lightpath QoT is acceptable,
robing is performed and QoT measurements (all four pa-
ameters R, D, P, and �) are gathered at d (4th step), which
ends the measured values back to s (5th step). Each node

s in a distributed scenario with D-NKS and D-LMS.
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along q (e.g., s in 6th step) fills the MDB entry related to q
with the updated end-to-end measurements. If the mea-
sured parameters indicate an unacceptable QoT, s releases
resources along q and performs another setup attempt. Oth-
erwise, the lightpath is activated and data transmission be-
gins.

B. PCE-Based Path Computation

In PCE-based computation the PCE stores a database
with topology and bandwidth information and a centralized
measurement database (C-MDB) containing the end-to-end
measurements Rm, Pm, Dm, and �m from all the previously
attempted lightpath setups. Thus, the PCE has a global
view of the past probing measurements. Currently, the IETF
is discussing how to maintain information (as updating a
database containing QoT information) in databases ex-
ploited by the PCE [11]; however, this activity is outside the
scope of the paper.

Figure 3 summarizes the C-NKS and C-LMS operations.
C-NKS and C-LMS only differ from the exploited QoT esti-
mation framework, which is NK and �2-min, respectively.
Upon a lightpath request from source s to destination d (LP4
in Fig. 3), path computation is requested to the PCE (1st

step), which computes the path q. Then, the C-MDB is ex-
ploited to estimate lightpath QoT considering q (2nd step). If
the C-MDB holds the QoT parameters for the computed
path q from previous monitoring, then the QoT is derived
from those parameters. Otherwise, by applying NK (i.e.,
C-NKS) or �2-min (i.e., C-LMS) to the parameters (Rm, Pm,
Dm, and �m) contained in the C-MDB, the parameters re-
lated to q are estimated and the QoT is derived. If the esti-
mated QoT is acceptable (3rd step), the PCE sends the com-
puted path information (e.g., list of nodes) to s (4th step);
otherwise another path is computed. Up to K paths can be
considered. In the case that the estimated QoT is unaccept-
able for each computed path, the path with the highest QoT
is selected. Then, s starts signaling along q (5th step), and
link resources (i.e., a wavelength along q) are reserved and
optical cross-connects configured. To verify that the light-
path QoT is acceptable, probing is performed and QoT mea-
surements are gathered at d (6th step). Then, d sends the
measured parameters back to s (7th step) and updates the
measured values in C-MDB (8th step). If the measured pa-
rameters indicate an unacceptable QoT for q, resources are

Fig. 3. (Color online) Lightpath establishment opera
eleased along q and another setup attempt is performed.
therwise, the lightpath is activated and data transmission
egins.

IV. CASE STUDY

The proposed lightpath establishment techniques are
valuated by means of a custom event-driven simulator. We
onsider a Pan-European network (Fig. 4) with 17 nodes and
3 bidirectional links with 40 wavelengths in each direction.
0 Gbit/s on–off keying (OOK) transmission and direct de-
ection are considered. Fixed worst-case margins accounting
or nonmodeled effects are assumed to be 6 dB as in [13].
ightpath demands arrive following a Poisson process (av-
rage interarrival time: 1/�) and call durations are expo-
entially distributed (with mean 1/�=2500 s) such that the
otal offered load in the network, in Erlangs, is � /�. Upon a
ightpath request from source s to destination d, s (if the dis-
ributed path computation is utilized) or the PCE (if central-
zed path computation is utilized) randomly selects a path q
ithin a set P�s ,d� of precomputed paths. P�s ,d� is the set

f all paths connecting s and d that are within one hop from
he shortest path. Wavelength assignment is first fit.

To evaluate D-NKS, D-LMS and C-NKS, C-LMS, we also
isable the estimation frameworks (i.e., NK and �2-min) and
e call the resulting establishment techniques the distrib-
ted measurement database-based scheme (D-MDS) and cen-
ralized measurement database-based scheme (C-MDS), re-
pectively, in the distributed and in the PCE-based
cenarios. With D-MDS and C-MDS, only measurements re-
pectively from the MDB and the C-MDB are used to deter-
ine lightpath QoT. Therefore, NK and �2-min are not ex-

loited with C-MDS and D-MDS to estimate QoT
arameters related to nonobserved lightpaths, and we use
-MDS and C-MDS as benchmarks. The actual optical layer
erformance is emulated considering the model in [13]. The
roposed lightpath establishment techniques are compared
n terms of the blocking rate after a variable number of
etup attempts n: blocking occurs if no wavelength can be
ound on any path in the set P�s ,d� (i.e., wavelength block-
ng) or if the monitored QoT parameters (using probing, af-
er establishment) indicate unacceptable lightpath QoT (i.e.,
oT blocking). In case of blocking, the successive setup at-

s in a PCE-based scenario with C-NKS and C-LMS.
tion
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tempt is performed along the maximally link-disjoint path
within P�s ,d�.

For each scenario (centralized and distributed), we inves-
tigate the blocking of the lightpath establishment tech-
niques as a function of time (expressed as the number of
lightpath requests), the overall blocking rate versus traffic
load, and the path computation time. The blocking behavior
as a function of the number of lightpath requests is evalu-
ated for a given load, by establishing a number of light-
paths, and assessing the “instantaneous blocking rate,” that
is, the blocking rate computed over a small number of light-
path requests using a sliding window average. When the
network starts, databases are empty and estimation tech-
niques fail, resulting in a high instantaneous blocking rate.
However, as more lightpaths are established, the databases
fill in and the estimation frameworks are able to decrease
the instantaneous blocking rate compared with cases where
no estimation framework is leveraged. The instantaneous
blocking rate decreases until converging to a floor, in the
steady state.

A. Distributed Path Computation

In this subsection, D-NKS, D-LMS, and D-MDS are com-
pared. We study the behavior of the blocking rate for each of
D-NKS, D-LMS, and D-MDS as new lightpath requests ar-
rive in the network. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. The figure

Fig. 4. (Color online) Network topology.
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of the instantaneous blocking rate after
n� �1,2,3� setup attempts in the distributed path computation
scenario.
hows the “instantaneous blocking rate” obtained for a fixed
oad (200 Erlangs, low enough that blocking is due to QoT
nly) after n� �1,2� setup attempts along alternate routes
s a function of time, that is, the blocking rate is measured
fter a varying number of lightpath requests. The plotted
esults are obtained by averaging 100 randomly generated
equences of lightpath requests and the blocking rate is
omputed for a sliding window containing the last 100 re-
uests. Up to three setup attempts are admitted for each
ightpath request. However, the blocking rate for n=3 is not
eported since, at this load, the blocking rate is always null.
s expected, the instantaneous blocking rate decreases
hile n increases since further setup attempts along alter-
ative discovery paths are characterized by an acceptable
oT. With each technique, as the MDB is populated, more

nformation is gathered and the instantaneous blocking rate
ecreases with lightpath demands. Convergence is faster for
-NKS and D-LMS, because they are able to better exploit

he information contained in the MDB than D-MDS thanks
o the estimation of the end-to-end parameters. D-LMS ob-
ains better performance than D-NKS. For instance, if a
ingle setup attempt is considered, D-MDS achieves a 1% in-
tantaneous blocking rate after the arrival of 1200 light-
aths, as opposed to only 600 arrivals for D-NKS and 400 for
-LMS.

Figure 6 shows the blocking rate after n� �1,2,3� at-
empts as a function of the traffic load when 1500 lightpath
emands are generated. Each point is obtained by averaging
00 independent trials of 1500 lightpath requests each. In
he range [200, 300] Erlangs, only QoT blocking is experi-
nced. In this range, D-MDS and D-NKS experience a con-
tant blocking probability for n� �1,2�. Indeed, within 1500
equests, the MDB is not completely filled in the case of
-MDS, or, in the case of D-NKS, NK does not have enough

nformation to provide confident estimations for every �s ,d�
air. D-NKS obtains better performance than D-MDS for n
1 and n=2. If n=2 D-LMS obtains a null blocking within

he range of [200, 300] Erlangs since �2-min better exploits
nformation in MDB than NK. For all the techniques and for
oads higher than 350 Erlangs, wavelength blocking be-
omes significant and blocking increases with load.

To clarify the performance of D-MDS, D-NKS, and
-LMS, Table I shows the data related to a single simula-
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ig. 6. Blocking rate after n� �1,2,3� setup attempts for a varying
oad in the distributed path computation scenario.
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tion experiment. Table I contains the real and the estimated
values of each QoT parameter and the real and the esti-
mated lightpath QoT (i.e., acceptable or unacceptable) for
two sample paths. In particular, Table I aims to i) show
when a setup attempt is performed along paths with a real
unacceptable QoT and thus when a further setup attempt is
required and ii) provide a qualitative understanding of the
better performance achieved by D-LMS with respect to
D-NKS in terms of blocking probability. The two sample
paths q1 and q2, which have not been monitored, connecting
the same pair �s ,d� are considered. ms lightpaths traversing
s have been observed and related parameters are stored in
the MDB at node s. The real QoT of q1 and q2 are acceptable
and unacceptable, respectively. With D-MDS no estimation
is performed and probing is always performed along the
computed path. In this case a further setup attempt is re-
quired if the attempted path is q2 with D-MDS. On the con-
trary, the lightpath is established if the chosen path is q1.
When few entries are available in the local MDB (e.g., when
ms=6), the QoT is estimated to be acceptable with NK (i.e.,
probing is performed with D-NKS) for both q1 and q2, and
thus a further setup attempt is required if q2 is first se-
lected. In the same scenario (i.e., when ms=6), �2-min tends
to be more pessimistic and QoT is estimated to be unaccept-
able for both q1 and q2. In this case, the path with the higher
QoT (q1 in this case) is probed, and no further setup attempt
is required with D-LMS. Estimation accuracy increases with
the number of observations (e.g., with NK 1/R is estimated
to be 0.007 and 0.026, when m=6 and ms=34, respectively,
while the actual 1/R is 0.034). For instance, when the local
MDB includes numerous entries (e.g., ms=40) also with
D-NKS, probing is avoided along q2, which presents actual
unacceptable QoT.

The path computation time required by each scheme has
been evaluated by considering the actual path computation
time experienced during the simulations presented in Fig. 5.
The simulations have been run on a Pentium Intel Q8200 at
2.33 GHz. With D-MDS, the path computation time can be
considered negligible (less than 10−5 s). On average, in the
case of D-NKS and D-LMS, a lightpath path computation re-
quires 0.4 and 107 ms, respectively. It is expected that the
path computation time in a real transparent network does
not increase since all-optical networks with a significantly

TAB
REAL AND ESTIMATED QOT PARAMETERS AND REAL AND ES

Observations A

q

1/R D [ps/nm]

real NK
�2-

min real NK
�2-

min real

q1
ms=6

0.034 0.007 0.053 41 10.25 26.98 92.99

q2
ms=6

0.040 0.007 0.06 51.25 10.25 32.55 99.7

q1
ms=34

0.034 0.026 0.046 41 31.12 34.23 92.99

q2
ms=40

0.040 0.040 0.040 51.25 51.25 51.25 99.78
igher number of nodes and links are unlikely to be set up
ecause of impairment accumulation along lightpaths.

. Centralized PCE-Based Path Computation

In this subsection, C-NKS, C-LMS, and C-MDS are com-
ared. As before, we first study the behavior of the instan-
aneous blocking rate for each of C-NKS, C-LMS, and
-MDS. Figure 7 shows the behavior of the instantaneous
locking rate for C-NKS, C-LMS, and C-MDS as new light-
ath requests arrive in the network. Up to n=3 lightpath es-
ablishment attempts are allowed. The total offered load is
et to a low value, 200 Erlangs, such that wavelength block-
ng is negligible compared with QoT blocking. As new de-

ands arrive, the C-MDB is populated, allowing C-MDS to
now the QoT for an increasing number of lightpaths and
llowing C-NKS and C-LMS to estimate QoT more accu-
ately, resulting in a decrease of the instantaneous blocking
ate even for n=1. For instance, C-NKS and C-LMS obtain a
ull blocking with n=1 after 300 lightpath requests, while
-MDS takes 1400 lightpath requests and a second attempt

n=2� per lightpath demand to achieve a null blocking.

Figure 8 shows the establishment of 1500 lightpaths for a
arying offered load in the network after n� �1,2,3� setup

I
ATED LIGHTPATH QOT FOR TWO SAMPLE PATHS WHEN ms
Available at s

s2� �

real
QoT

Estimated
QoT

K
�2-

min real NK
�2-

min
D-

MDS
D-

NKS
D-

LMS

28 49.25 0.044 0.009 0.064 acc. none acc. un.

28 58.57 0.04 0.009 0.08 un. none acc. un.

18 74.7 0.044 0.034 0.050 acc. none acc. acc.

78 99.78 0.047 0.047 0.047 un. none un. un.
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ig. 7. Temporal evolution of the instantaneous blocking rate after
� �1,2,3� setup attempts in the PCE-based scenario.
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attempts. The blocking rate decreases when the allowed
number of setup attempts increases. Blocking increases
with traffic load since wavelength blocking contributes at
high loads. Contrary to C-MDS, C-NKS and C-LMS leverage
the estimation frameworks and are seen to strongly de-
crease the number of required setup attempts to success-
fully establish lightpaths, compared with C-MDS. In par-
ticular, the blocking probability is much lower with C-NKS
and C-LMS than C-MDS for n=1. C-MDS obtains with n
=3 the same blocking probability that C-NKS and C-LMS
obtain with n=2. For instance, for a load of 400 Erlangs,
C-MDS requires three lightpath setup attempts to achieve a
blocking rate lower than 10−3, while C-NKS and C-LMS re-
quire only two attempts.

To assess the path computation time, we implemented the
simulated PCE on the same PC of the previous section. With
C-MDS, path computation time can be considered negligible
as in the distributed scenario. On average, in the case of
C-NKS and C-LMS, a lightpath path computation requires
103 and 137 ms, respectively. In terms of absolute values, a
centralized PCE is expected to operate on powerful dedi-
cated CPUs, thus potentially increasing the computational
speed with respect to the distributed case.

C. Distributed Versus Centralized PCE-Based
Scenarios

Table II reports an extract of Figs. 5 and 7. The compari-
son between the distributed and the PCE-based centralized
schemes highlights that without QoT parameter estimation
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Fig. 8. Blocking rate after n� �1,2,3� setup attempts for a varying
load in the PCE-based scenario.

TABLE II
BLOCKING RATE (%) AFTER n SETUP ATTEMPTS AND k LIGHT-

PATH REQUESTS

n k LP requests C-MDS D-MDS C-LMS D-LMS

1 100 4.06 4.06 0.36 2.22
1 400 2.42 2.44 0 0.89
2 100 0.23 0.24 0 0
2 400 0.17 0.17 0 0
i.e., D-MDS and C-MDS) no advantage is provided in terms
f blocking probability by the centralized knowledge of QoT
nformation. Indeed, with D-MDS and C-MDS, just the QoT
arameters (if available) of the selected lightpath (by the in-
ress or by the PCE, respectively) are exploited. Only if the
ightpath has been already monitored, such information is
vailable with both schemes. Blocking probability results
onfirm that, at different setup attempts or upon different
mount of offered lightpath requests, D-MDS and C-MDS
rovide the same results. On the contrary, if QoT parameter
stimation is introduced, e.g., when �2-min framework is ap-
lied, results show that at the first setup attempt (i.e., n
1), the C-LMS scheme provides significant advantage with
espect to D-LMS by exploiting a larger amount of QoT pa-
ameter information. For example, as shown in Table II,
pon 100 requests D-LMS and C-LMS provide a blocking
ate of 2.22% and 0.36%, respectively. Upon 400 requests,
he two schemes still perform differently, achieving a null
locking rate and a blocking less than 1% with C-LMS and
-LMS, respectively. In addition, as early as at the second

etup attempt (i.e., n=2), both C-LMS and D-LMS achieve
ptimal results, i.e., null blocking rate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By combining monitoring hardware and end-to-end esti-
ation frameworks, we showed that it is possible to esti-
ate the QoT for a lightpath before it is established, thereby

voiding setup attempts for lightpaths with (estimated) low
oT. We investigated the utilization of two end-to-end esti-
ation frameworks: network kriging and norm �2 minimi-

ation. The exploitation of these estimation frameworks
uring lightpath establishment may be applied for both dis-
ributed path computation and centralized PCE-based net-
ork scenarios. A practical consequence of the proposed

echniques is that, for a given target blocking rate, fewer es-
ablishment attempts are required thanks to the estimation
tep. For instance, in a distributed network scenario, the
tilization of end-to-end estimation decreases the number of
equired establishment attempts from three to two to
chieve a given target blocking rate of 10−3. We also showed
hat the lightpath establishment schemes assisted with end-
o-end estimation converge faster in terms of blocking rate
han the schemes where no end-to-end estimation is per-
ormed. This has an important practical implication:
stimation-based schemes are more reactive to assist dy-
amic transparent networks of the future. We observed that
he exploitation of the �2-min yields better performance
han network kriging in terms of blocking probability, par-
icularly in the case of the distributed scenario. In a PCE-
ased scenario, the exploitation of network kriging or norm
2 minimization induces more benefits in terms of blocking
robability than with the distributed scenario when limited
oT information is available. Indeed, a centralized database
olds significantly more information that can be better ex-
loited by the estimation frameworks than in the distrib-
ted scenario, thus reducing the average amount of required

ightpath setup attempts. However, particularly in the case
f network kriging, better performance in terms of required
ath computation time is achieved in the distributed with
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respect to the centralized scenario. In the centralized PCE-
based scenario the average performance in terms of re-
quired path computation time is comparable between net-
work kriging and �2-min, while in the distributed scenario
network kriging outperforms the other one.
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